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Abstract- Maintaining and improving the garment quality
are the important topics in the textile and apparel industry.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the influence of some
textile tapes on elastic properties as well as dynamic recovery
of the seams and enhance the shape stability. Three samples
were prepared, namely weft knitted sewn fabrics without any
stabilizing tape, and weft knitted sewn fabrics stabilized with
bias woven fabric, and with stretch ribbons. The results show
that hysteresis area of the seam tensile curves decreased by
increasing the loading cycles, and dynamic work recovery
stabilized after the third cycle. The tensile stress of all sewn
samples in the course direction is significantly less than the
stress value in the wale direction. It is found that the seams
stabilized with stretch ribbons have the highest dynamic
work recovery (~40-70%). Also, when the seam position and
the loading direction aligned, the dynamic work recovery of
the stabilized samples increased. The recovery behavior of
the stabilized sewn fabrics was also simulated by mechanical
models consisting of spring and dashpot elements. The threeelement model, consisting of the Maxwell body paralleled
with a non-linear spring, properly estimated the force–strain
curves of the stabilized sewn fabrics under cyclic loading.
Keywords: seam stabilizing tape, tensile behavior, dynamic
work recovery, knitted fabric, mechanical model
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I. INTRODUCTION
arment seams are exposed to various kinds of loads
and deformations during daily human activities. Seam
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performance strongly affects the garment quality. Strength
and elastic behavior of seams are important quality
factors of sewn clothes, depending on different technical
parameters, such as the type of fabric, sewing thread as
well as its linear density, stitch density, and etc. These
two agents should not allow seam breakage upon normal
stresses of garments [1-4].
Elastic sport clothes play a great role in optimizing
the consumer performance by providing freedom body
movement. Clearly, in the absence of body motions,
many garments provide reasonable comfort. As soon
as the physical movement is made, the level of comfort
performance significantly changes. Therefore, the elastic
work needs to be measured over the body movements [5].
Knitted fabrics are widely used in elastic sport clothes due
to having easy-care properties and high elastic recovery
[6]. However, the seams sewn in these clothes exhibit a
lower level of dynamic recovery compared with the knitted
fabrics. Thus, most of the applied forces and tension
concentration are exerted upon them. Enhancement of
seams properties is subsequently required to improve the
elastic recovery of garments. The elastic recovery and the
shape stability of garments are improved by increasing
the dynamic work recovery of the seams. Whereas, many
researches have been done on seam pucker and other
defects from past to present [7-9], few studies have been
reported to investigate the elastic performance and recovery
behavior of the seams. Previous studies have examined
some methods to improve the elastic performance of the
seams, such as changing the stitch density [10,11], the type
of stitches [12], the linear density of sewing threads [12],
the type or structure of sewing threads (twist per meter)
[13], the type of fabrics, the direction of seams [14], and
sewing conditions [15].
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF FABRICS AND RIBBONS

*

Textile
substances

Material*

Fabric
structure

Nominal yarn linear
density (Nm)

Density
(/cm)

Thickness
(mm)

Knitted fabric

80% P, 20% C

Interlock

70

Woven ribbon

Warp: 90% P, 10% C
Weft: P

Plain

Warp: 69
Weft: 79

CPC: 10.4
WPC: 14.8
Warp: 45
Weft: 27

Stretch ribbon

P/E

Braid

-

-

1.07

Sewing thread

P

-

33.3

-

-

0.43
0.21

C=Cotton, P=Polyester, and E= Elastane

Webster et al. investigated the effects of repeated
extension and recovery on the physical properties of the
ISO-301 stitched seams. They emphasized that there was a
critical need to explain the ageing and failure of the seams
relative to the changes of their mechanical properties as a
consequence of tensile cycling. They found that the types
of fabric as well as thread are two important parameters
determining the breaking load and the extension of seams
under tensile cycling [16]. It has been reported that the
seam location is usually the weakest part on a garment,
where great loads are exerted. The influence of loading
on the seams in time intervals was analyzed by RoginaCar and her colleagues. They found that the samples with
seams had an approximately lower breaking force, equal
to 70%, in comparison with the samples without seams
[17]. On the other hand, when the garment is utilized,
seam slippage might occur, leading to fabric opening at
the seam line [18,19]. Kordoghli et al. investigated the
load-elongation behavior of the seams and stated that it
was more useful to study the yield point compared with
the rupture point. According to the authors, in comparison
with the plastic phase, the elastic phase (recovery) of a
wear was more important, and the yield point of the seam
could better illustrate the limit of the use of sewn fabrics.
They reported that increasing the number of stitches per

(a)				

centimeter improved the breaking resistance of the seams,
while the elongation-at-break did not change [20].
The advancement of high-quality garments requires
an examination of novel techniques to increase the seam
performance. The effect of the thermoplastic reinforcing
tapes on the seam efficiency has just been investigated by
Golomeova et al. [21]. It was found that the seam efficiency
is generally increased with insertion a thermoplastic
stitched reinforced tape in the seam structure.
Nowadays, improving the garment quality is an important
topic in textile and apparel industry. Investigating the
effectiveness of the reinforced and stabilizing tapes on seam
efficiency as a novel technique would be valuable. Besides,
the recovery after the load removal is a time-dependent
process in the cyclic loading of the sewn fabrics, and the
tensile properties of the sewn fabrics can subsequently be
explained by the viscoelastic models [16,22,23]. However,
the effect of stabilizing the seams, using elastic, and nonelastic textile materials on the mechanical performance of
the garments has not yet been fully understood. The present
work aimed to study the effect of the stabilized tapes,
including bias woven fabric and stretch ribbons embedded
in seams, on the tensile recovery and shape stability of the
sewn fabrics. Also, a mechanical model was developed to
explain the recovery behavior of the sewn fabrics after the

(b)			

(c)

Fig. 1. Weft-knitted samples sewn with three different textile materials: (a) common sewing thread, (b) bias woven
ribbon, and (c) stretch ribbon.
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Fig. 2. Position of the seam (wavy lines) and loading direction.

tensile cyclic loading.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Materials
A wide range of woven, knitted, and nonwoven fabrics is
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available for sport wears. Knitted fabrics are preferred due
to greater elasticity and stretch ability [24]. Weft-knitted
cotton/polyester fabrics, as the usual fabrics in the sport
wears, were chosen for the tests. In order to investigate
the tensile and dynamic elastic behavior of the stabilized
seams, three different materials were used. Weft-knitted
sewn samples without any seam stabilizing tape (sewn
with a usual thread) and the sewn samples stabilized with
bias woven fabrics and with stretch ribbons were prepared.
Detailed information about the knitted fabrics and the used
ribbons and thread is given in Table I.
As seams have different positions in garments and are
subjected to loads in various directions, several conditions
must be studied. To prepare the samples, the weft-knitted
fabrics were cut into 14×10 cm2 strips in both course and
wale directions. The seams were sewn in both directions
using three different textile materials: common sewing
threads, bias woven ribbons, and stretch ribbons, as shown in
Fig. 1. Therefore, using various sewing materials, positions
of seams and two loading directions, namely course and
wale directions, 12 different samples were prepared. All
the samples were sewn with 504 stitches, SPI of 10 and
1.2 cm seam allowance using a Jack industrial lockstitch
sewing machine, China, at speed of 4000 stitches/min.
The positions of the seam as well as the loading direction

Fig. 3. Hysteresis of samples at 10, 20, and 30% extension levels, in course direction (shown by blue, orange, and grey lines, respectively).
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Fig. 4. Hysteresis of samples at 10, 20, and 30% extension levels, in wale direction (shown by blue, orange, and grey lines, respectively).

are shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted that fabrics were
relaxed before and after sewing for 24 h on a flat surface
(dry relaxation).

loading direction (The abbreviations used were as follows:
Th for thread, Ri for stretch ribbon, We for weave, C for
course direction, and W for wale direction).

B. Tensile Test
Sewn samples were tested in terms of their dynamic
elastic behavior according to ASTM D4964-96, standard
test method for tension and elongation of elastic fabrics,
in standard atmosphere for testing textiles, which is
21 °C (70 °F) and 65% relative humidity. The test was
done at different extension levels, including 10, 20,
and 30% extension, using a Zwick tensile tester (model
14460-Germany). These values were selected based on
the human body movement [25]. The tension rate and the
gauge length of the testing device were set to 100 mm/min
and 10 mm, respectively. The cyclic tension test was
performed in five cycles. Three specimens were prepared
for each test, and eventually, the average force-strain
curves were reported. Figs. 3 and 4 show the force-strain
hysteresis of the samples under various levels of extension
and different recovery processes. It should be noted that
the samples coding was performed using the initial letters
of the seam materials, the positions of the seam and the

C. Mechanical Model
Textile materials have both viscous and elastic properties.
The viscous behavior is based on the Newtonian fluid,
while the elastic trend is in accordance with the Hookean
solid. Most of the textile materials conduct linearly elastic
under lower levels of extension. An increase in the level of
extension leads the response of the textile materials reaching
the viscoelastic extension, which is recoverable using a
definite-time component. At higher level of extension,
the textile material has a non-linear viscoelastic behavior,
and the extension grows more rapidly in comparison with
the stress [22]. Mechanical models containing springs
and viscose dashpots have frequently been employed to
understand and explain the viscoelastic properties of the
textile materials in numerous studies [26]. However, there
have been few studies on the viscoelastic tensile behavior
and recovery properties of the sewn garment. In this study,
simple mechanical models were developed and validated
to describe the behavior of the seams under constant rates
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be derived for all four models as follows:
Model (a) : f r = (f1 + ch)e

Model (b) : f r = (f1 + ch)e

Fig. 5. Mechanical viscoelastic models: (a) Maxwell model, (b) standard

Model (c) : f r = (f1 + ch)e

linear model, (c) standard nonlinear model, and (d) Manich model.

of tension and recovery process. To do so, four different
rheological models were designed. As seen in Fig. 5, in
both Maxwell and standard linear models, the springs
and dashpots obeyed the Hook’s and Newton’s laws,
respectively. The nonlinear three-element model, known
also as the Vangheluwe model, consisted of a Maxwell
body connected in a parallel way with a nonlinear spring.
The last structure was the Manich model having a nonlinear
spring assumed to follow the power law, parallel to the
Maxwell body [26,27].
The tensile test was performed at a constant rate (x=ct,
wherein c was the test speed in m/s). Considering the
boundary condition in which the applied force was zero in
the initial time and substituting the differential equations
governing the models, the force-displacement relationship
in the tensile mode (ft-x) could be derived for all four
models as follows:
E
− x 

Model (a) : f t =ch 1 − e ch 





(1)

E
− 2x 

Model (b) : f=
E1x + ch 1 − e ch 
t
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E
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bx 2 + ch 1 − e ch 
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E
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d
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e
+
h
−
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(4)

Where, f is the force in N, x is the displacement in m, E
is the spring constant in N/m, η is the dashpot constant in
N.s/m, and b, g, d, and h are constants.
The extension continued up to a certain point, i.e. x1
(10, 20, and 30% extension). At this point, the tensile
tester bounced back. The boundary condition for this mode
was defined as follows: at the point x1, the applied force
was equal to f1 (x1 and f1 were the coordinates of the last
point under the tensile mode); as continued, the applied
force reduced by the passage of time. Therefore, the forcedisplacement relationship in this mode (fr-x for x<x1) could

Model (d) : f r = (f1 + ch)e

−

−

−

−

E
( x1 − x )
ch

E2
(x1 − x )
ch

E
(x1 − x )
ch

E
(x1 − x )h
ch

− ch

− E1 (x1 − x) − ch

(5)

(6)

− b(x1 − x) 2 − ch

(7)

− g(x1 − x)d − ch

(8)

The model parameters have been extracted using the nonlinear optimization algorithm [26]. Using the experimental
data obtained from the force-extension curves, several
simulations were conducted based on the above equations,
and the best model was developed to verify whether the
force-extension curve of the sewn samples fitted the data.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental Results and Statistical Analysis
To study the dynamic tensile behavior of the sewn fabrics,
the force-strain hysteresis of the samples was obtained and
analyzed under different extension levels, in both course
and wale directions. Figs. 6 and 7 show the tensile and
recovery properties of the sewn samples together with the
employed textile materials (knitted fabrics, woven ribbons
and stretch ribbons). Here, the tensile stress and the dynamic
work recovery (DWR) were set at 30% extension. It should
be noted that the charts for other levels of extension are not
provided here because they were all alike. The recovery
behavior of a garment is important as it can enhance the
body movement during intensive activities. In general,
elastic textile materials result in minimum loss of energy,
which can be calculated by measuring DWR [5]. DWR of a
fabric is calculated using the following equation:
 Area under the unloading curve 
=
Dynamic work recovery
re cov ery (%)
(%) 
Dynamic
 ×100 (9)
 Area under the loading curve 

Fig. 6. Results of tensile and recovery properties of samples and materials
at 30% extension.
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(b)			

(c)

Fig. 7. Comparison of results of DWR in different cycles at: (a) 10% extension, (b) 20% extension, and (c) 30% extension.

As seen in Fig. 7, the tensile recovery behavior of the
samples, at the first cycle of extension, was unrepeatable,
and different from that of the other cycles. The hysteresis
area of the tensile curves decreased by increasing the loading
cycles, and the recovery properties were stabilized after
the third cycle. Therefore, DWR of the samples increased
due to reduction in the loading curve after the first cycle.
According to the pervious literature, the area within the
hysteresis loop measures energy dissipation in each cycle.
In general, the difference between the hysteresis in the first
cycle and the second cycle is the maximum. The energy
required for stretching the fabric in the first cycle indicates
the ability of fabric to resist tension at the initial stage. After
that, the resistance of the fabric structure decreases because
of moving yarns and changing the geometry of the loops
to get closer to jamming. The difference among further
cycles decreased as the number of cycles increased. If
textile materials are repeatedly taken through a given cycle
of stress, the loading and unloading curves in successive
cycles will gradually get closer together until they form a
continuous repeated loop [28,29].
According to Fig. 6, the tensile stress of all sewn
samples in the course direction was significantly less than
the stress value in the wale direction. When the tensile
load was applied to the weft-knitted fabrics, the yarns
frictionally moved and the geometry of the loops changed
until jamming occurred. The wale-wise jamming took place
sooner than the course-wise jamming due to the structure
of the weft-knitted fabric and the form of the loop [30].
Hence, less force was needed at the same level of extension
in the course direction, as seen in Figs. 3 and 4.
The results showed that the seams stabilized with stretch
ribbons had the highest DWR. Obviously, the stretch
ribbons had the highest DWR value (~90%) among the
used textile materials. The DWR values of the seamless
weft-knitted fabrics (in wale/course directions) and woven
fabrics were also close to each other (~42%). The DWR

of the seams stabilized with woven fabric was between
these values, i.e. approximately 42 and 55%, by applying
the tensile load in wale and course directions, respectively.
The loop form in the weft-knitted structure resulted in more
elasticity in the course direction which was intensified by
stabilized stretch ribbons.
When the seam position and the loading direction
aligned, the DWR of the stabilized samples increased.
When the seam was horizontally extended, the tension
was directly applied to the seam. Therefore, the stabilizing
tapes embedded in the seams played an important role in
the mechanical behavior of the seams. When the tensile
load was vertically applied, the seam would be extended
after the extension of the fabric structure. Therefore, the
dynamic work recovery was affected by both the fabrics
and the seams. According to the results, the damping
energy of the seams stabilized with stretch ribbons was
the least among all the seams. As expected, Ri/C/C and
Ri/W/C had the highest DWR values and the least tensile
stress, respectively (~70% and ~53%). Taguchi analysis
also confirmed the results, as seen in Fig. 8. The direction
of loading had the greatest effect on the DWR values.
The type of stabilizing tapes embedded in the seams was

Fig. 8. Main effects plot for SN ratios and response table for DWR.
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second, followed by the seam position. However, only
load direction has a statistically significant effect on DWR
based on SPSS 16.0 statistical analysis.
B. Comparing the Mechanical Models
In this study, four viscoelastic models were developed
to describe the tensile mechanical behavior of the sewn
fabrics. It was incumbent to fit the experimental data with
the models equations using the least square method so as
to derive the parameters of the viscoelastic models. The
viscoelastic models for predicting the tensile properties and
recovery performance of the sewn fabrics were provided
and their results were analyzed. Due to the similarity of the
tensile behavior in all cycles (the form of tensile diagram),
just one tensile cycle was applied. Fig. 9 shows the
performance of the studied models employed to estimate
the tensile mechanical behavior of the sewn fabrics in
both directions (related to Ri/W/C and Ri/C/W samples).
It must be noted that the curves as well as the extension
levels of other samples followed a similar trend; they are
not presented here due to space constraints.
It can clearly be observed in Fig. 9 that the linear
models were not useful for demonstrating the non-linear
behavior of the sewn structures, especially in tensile mode
of hysteresis. When the force is applied in the course
direction, the fitted curve of the standard non-linear model
was closely in line with the experimental data in both tensile
and recovery modes. However, in the wale direction, the
model did not well match the data. As previously stated,
the tensile force of all sewn samples in the wale direction
was significantly higher than the force value in the course
direction, and the major increase in the force occurred at the
end of extension. The force-strain curves for both wale and
course directions demonstrate highly non-linear behavior.
Each curve can be divided into two generic zones: the
first zone with low elasticity modulus and the second zone
with high elastic modulus. The first zone occurs when the
yarn moves within the structure with friction deforming

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Typical comparison between performances of different mechanical
models to describe mechanical behavior and recovery processes of sewn
fabrics: (a) Ri/W/C sample in course direction and (b) Ri/C/W sample in
wale direction.

the loops. The second zone corresponds to the situation
when each yarn elongates until it breaks [30]. The plain

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT MECHANICAL MODELS TO FIT THE HYSTERESIS IN THE COURSE DIRECTION
Sample code

R-square
Maxwell

Standard linear

Standard non-linear

Th/W/C

0.95

0.92

0.97

Th/C/C

0.96

0.94

0.98

Ri/W/C

0.96

0.94

0.99

Ri/C/C

0.94

0.91

0.97

We/W/C

0.96

0.94

0.98

We/C/C

0.92

0.89

0.96
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT MECHANICAL MODELS TO FIT THE HYSTERESIS IN THE WALE DIRECTION
R-square

Sample code

Maxwell

Standard linear

Standard non-linear

Manich

Th/C/W

0.68

0.67

0.86

0.92

Th/W/W

0.71

0.71

0.88

0.94

Ri/C/W

0.70

0.69

0.87

0.93

Ri/W/W

0.72

0.71

0.89

0.95

We/C/W

0.71

0.71

0.90

0.94

We/W/W

0.70

0.69

0.87

0.92

TABLE IV
MECHANICAL PARAMETERS OF MODELS
Sample code

E
(N/m×103)

h
(N.s/m×103)

Th/W/C

1247.3

Th/C/C

621.3

Ri/W/C
Ri/C/C

b

g

d

h

1128.3

9.07

-

-

-

873.8

10.42

-

-

-

2321.1

774.5

12.46

-

-

-

2553.7

660.1

18.71

-

-

-

We/W/C

248.3

526.5

10.06

-

-

-

We/C/C

536.8

800.4

8.17

-

-

-

Th/C/W

3741.4

2.29×10

-

23.68

3.71

2.67

Th/W/W

4224.6

5.42×1015

-

138.68

2.92

1.05

Ri/C/W

5528.7

0.91×1015

-

184.14

3.21

0.96

Ri/W/W

3443.5

6.31×1015

-

87.86

3.43

1.02

We/C/W

3087.1

15

2.38×10

-

26.91

4.05

1.28

We/W/W

2573.2

1.29×1015

-

43.69

3.46

0.94

15

TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED VALUES OF THE SWEN FABRIC PROPERTIES
Initial tensile modulus
(N/m×103)

DWR (%)

Sample code
Experiment

Model

Experiment

Model

Th/W/C

46.8

42.1

0.93

0.94

Th/C/C

49.5

48.9

0.52

0.57

Ri/W/C

52.1

52.6

0.21

0.24

Ri/C/C

69.4

60.2

4.06

3.16

We/W/C

49.9

48.2

0.27

0.28

We/C/C

44.6

45.3

1.49

1.56

Th/C/W

42.7

43.2

7.13

7.22

Th/W/W

40.5

39.67

5.42

5.51

Ri/C/W

41.1

42.6

5.32

5.54

Ri/W/W

40.2

41.3

2.72

2.79

We/C/W

40.4

39.5

4.59

4.67

We/W/W

41.4

42.9

6.81

6.94
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weft knitted fabric has less elongation in the wale-wise
direction than in the course-wise due to the structure and
form of the loops. Therefore, a great increase in the force
occurred at the end of the cycle. In the other words, the low
elasticity modulus region was followed by a rapid increase
in the tensile force at the second zone. According to this
a greater power function was needed for modelling in the
wale direction. The Manich model with a nonlinear spring
which was assumed to follow the power law better matched
the data in this case. The fitting performances of four
rheological models are presented in Tables II and III. In
the recovery mode, the force-displacement curve followed
a hysteresis path and showed residual deformation at zero
force. The Zwick tensile tester automatically stopped at the
intended extension and bounced back. Hence, the stretch
sewn fabrics could start the recovery mode. It can be seen
that all models were approximately capable of explaining
the recovery behavior of the sewn fabrics after the removal
of the load.
Having the equations governing the models and the
experimental data, the mechanical parameters of the models
were easily appraised. Table IV shows the estimated values
of the models. As can be seen, when the tensile force was
applied in the course direction, the values of the spring
constants in Ri/C/C and Ri/W/C samples were higher
than those of other samples. The seams stabilized with the
stretch ribbons showed greater elasticity, while other seams
exhibited higher viscosity. When the tensile force was
applied in the wale direction, the seam behavior followed
the Manich model, and the dashpot constants were higher
than the spring constants in all samples. A low modulus
region can evidently be seen in Fig. 4, followed by a rapid
increase in the tensile force at the final values of extension.
Finally, the comparison between the experimental and
predicted values is illustrated in Table V. As can be seen, the
predicted values obtained from the models are acceptably
close to the experimental values.
IV. CONCLUSION
It is of great importance to enhance the tensile and elastic
properties of the seams in order to achieve greater garment
comfort, elastic recovery, and shape stability. The elastic
recovery of the garment was improved by increasing
the dynamic work recovery of the seams. This study
investigated the influence of the stabilizing tapes as a novel
technique on seam efficiency. The results showed that using
stabilizing tapes, such as woven fabrics or stretch ribbons,
the seam enhanced the tensile behavior and recovery
properties of the garment. The tensile stress values of all
sewn samples in the course direction were significantly
less than the stress values in the wale direction due to the
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structure of weft-knitted fabrics and the form of the loops.
The seams stabilized with the stretch ribbons had the
highest DWR values, equal to 52 and 70%, in the wale and
course directions, respectively. Taguchi analysis confirmed
the experimental results and showed the effect of the seam
stabilizing on DWR values. The results also showed that
the three-element model, consisting of a Maxwell body
parallel to a non-linear spring, could describe the tensile
and recovery behavior of the sewn fabrics more accurately
in comparison with the Maxwell and standard linear
models. The standard non-linear and Manich models were
appropriate for the tensile behavior in the course and wale
directions, respectively. The assessment and modelling of
the tensile and recovery behavior of the sewn garments
under the applied levels of the extension are necessary to
study the energy losses or the power gains, especially for
people having high levels of activities.
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